between the voices.
5 James Webster, in his Haydn article for the second edition of the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, enumerated 'smaller outward dimensions, a more intimate tone, fewer extremes of expression, subtlety of instrumentation, wit (as in the ''Joke'' finale of no. 2 in E b major) and a newly popular style (e.g. in no. 3 in C major, the second group of the first movement, the trio and the finale)'. 6 In the article 'String quartet' in the same dictionary, Cliff Eisen returned to Sandberger's argument of 'the consistent application of motivic work (thematische Arbeit)' and discerned 'the reintroduction of a light, popular touch, and the integration of the movements of varying character into a convincing whole'. 7 Finally, Richard Taruskin, in his five-volume music history, highlighted 'a newly versatile texture, no longer nearly so dominated by the first violin', and he identified 'two dimensions of introversive pointing: horizontal (''structural'') and vertical (''textural'')'. 8 All these observations may well be correct, but in the generalizing way in which they are presented it is hardly possible to relate them exclusively (up to 1781) to Op. 33. 9 It is difficult to imagine that these features, which were already partly present in Op. 20, partly revived and renewed from earlier works, should have determined Haydn to propagate the notion of an 'entirely new and special way'. Consequently, other scholars have preferred to consider Haydn's claim as mere sales talk and to insist on the continuity of string-quartet writing during the 1770s and 1780s, in which Op. 33 would be a prominent but in no way unique work.
10
One of the strongest supporters of this line of argument has been James Webster. In his review of Ludwig Finscher's Habilitation thesis published in 1974, where Finscher had insisted on the outstanding importance of Op. 33, 11 he advanced strong doubts:
The weakest link in Finscher's argument, however, is his exaggerated claim that Op. 33 'created' Classical quartet style. The 'Op. 33 hypothesis', an invention of Adolf Sandberger about 1900, is neither historically nor stylistically persuasive. . .. Thus Op. 33 was merely one prominent event in the rapidly increasing production of string quartets in the 1780s.
12
The first to identify any analytical detail that might demonstrate a qualitative leap in Op. 33 was Charles Rosen in 1971. As the quartets Op. 20 had circulated widely and were well known, Rosen believes that Haydn rightly thought that his claim of an 'entirely new and special style' had some chance of seeming plausible. In this context, for Rosen the opening page of the B minor quartet is 'a manifesto', in fact 'a revolution in style' (see Ex. 1):
The relation between principal voice and accompanying voices is transformed before our eyes. In measure 3, the melody is given to the cello and the other instruments take up the little accompanying figure. In measure 4, this accompanying figure has become the principal voiceçit now carries the melody. No one can say just at what point in measures 3 and 4 the violin must be judged the principal melodic voice, and where the cello shifts to a subordinate position, as the passage is not divisible. All that one knows is that the violin starts measure 3 as accompaniment and ends measure 4 as melody.
13
What Rosen describes here is much more than the oft-mentioned 'motivic work' (thematische Arbeit) for which 'classical' instrumental music has been praised. This is a new dialectical relationship between 'theme' and 'accompaniment', between what seem at first glance to be either more or less important elements. Rosen calls this 'the true invention of classical counterpoint' (though that may be a misleading way of putting it).
EX. 1. Haydn, String Quartet in B minor, Op. 33 No. 3/i, bb. 1^4 12 James Webster, review of Studien zur Geschichte des Streichquartetts, i: Die Entstehung des klassischen Streichquartetts:Von den Vorformen zur Grundlegung durch Joseph Haydn, by Ludwig Finscher, Journal of the American Musicological Society, 28 (1975) , 543^9 at 546. Later, in 1991, Webster argued for a more balanced position: 'His language offering Op. 33 for saleç ''written in a new and entirely special manner''çwas both a conscious declaration of stylistic novelty and an advertising slogan; it does not imply that he was referring to anything that would justify our interpretation of it as the ''achievement'' of ''Classical style''.' James Webster, Haydn' s ' Farewell' Symphony and the Idea of Classical Style:Through-Composition and Cyclic Integration in his Instrumental Music (Cambridge, 1991) , 345. 13 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven (London, 1971) , 116^17.
It is surprising that almost no one picked up Rosen's point for several decades. 14 An exception seems to have been a contribution by Ludwig Finscher to a series of radio lectures in 1988, published in 2002, 15 where he presented a detailed analysis of the C major quartet in Op. 33 (identified traditionally as 'no. 3') . In addition to observations concerning the relationship between theme and accompaniment, which confirm Rosen's observation as a general feature of Op. 33, Finscher identified a similar relationship between apparently unimportant and important linear elements (discussed below).
There is even contemporary evidence that in Op. 33 Haydn really did pave a 'new way'. Apparently, Op. 33 prompted Mozart's return to this genre after almost ten years. Beginning in 1782çthe very year of the first print of Op. 33çwith the G major quartet K. 387, during the following years Mozart composed a series of six string quartets, which he published in 1785 with an often-cited dedication to Haydn. 16 No document exists that would confirm Haydn's role in the conception of this series. If, however, chronology and dedication were not pure coincidence, it must be assumed that something in Op. 33 had provoked Mozart. Indeed, it is almost a commonplace of music historiography that Mozart's 'Haydn' quartets were stimulated and influenced by Haydn's Op. 33. 17 This has not, however, been underlined by scholarly publications on the topic. Where so few authors have managed to pinpoint the originality of Op. 33 itself, it is not surprising that the question of its relevance to Mozart's 'Haydn' quartets has yet to be answered convincingly. Mark Evan Bonds, in an article on these quartets and the question of influence, mentions some presumed similarities between Op. 33 and Mozart's quartets, of which the most distinct are the final movement of K. 421 in D minor (Ex. 2; related to the last movement of Haydn's G major quartet from Op. 33) and the Menuetto of K. 428 in E flat major (Ex. 3; related to the Scherzo of Haydn's quartet in E flat major). 18 It is by no means certain, however, that these references were conscious acts. Neither in Op. 33 nor in Mozart's quartets are they of such outstanding importance as, for instance, the beginnings of the B minor or C major quartets in Op. 33, the pathetic first subject of K. 421, or the slow introduction of K. 465. Bonds himself admits: ' All in all, however, the list of acknowledged specific parallels between Mozart's quartets and Haydn's earlier works in this genre is surprisingly meager.' 19 It was again Rosen who got to the root of the problem:
But the trouble with these borrowingsçHaydn's and Mozart's in particularçis that the more evident the borrowing, the more superficial it is. . .. If it's exact, it's not an influence at all, but simply plagiarism, the appropriation of another's property (which every composer indulges in, consciously or unconsciously). But the more profound forms of influence are not verifiable in that way. In particular, Mozart's and Haydn's styles are so different in many 19 Bonds, 'The Sincerest Form of Flattery?', 376. In the quoted sentence Bonds refers mainlyçbut not exclusivelyç to parallels with Op. 20. His conclusion is that all these similarities, 'although legitimate, are too limited in scope. . .. Rather than focus on superficial similarities, then, we should turn our attention to the process by which Mozart changes the models to which he alludes' (p. 377). His own suggestions, especially 'parallels in large-scale formal design' (p. 389), are not necessarily convincing. Bonds continues his argumentçnow including Ignaz Pleyel's string quartets Opp. 1 and 2çin his essay 'Replacing Haydn: Mozart's ' 'Pleyel'' Quartets', Music & Letters, 88 (2007) If, on the one hand, it is a commonplace that Mozart was influenced by Haydn's Op. 33çand we shall try to demonstrate later that he really wasçit is obvious, on the other hand, that his quartets dedicated to Haydn display many features completely alien to Haydn's set. It is a matter of the character, contrast, and multiplicity of melodic ideas as well as the actual length of the sonata movements in particular. Haydn's shortest expositions have fifty-eight bars in 6/8 metre (D major), fifty-nine bars alla breve (C major), and thirty-one bars in common time (B flat major). Mozart's shortest quartet of this series is the D minor quartet K. 421 with 41/117 bars in common time (exposition/entire movement), his longest the C major quartet K. 465, with sixty-one bars' exposition (after a slow introduction of twenty-two bars) and a total number of 246 bars. Here is an overview of the first movements (ordered by increasing tempo indications):
Mozart 'Haydn'quartets This is a considerable difference in length, which correspondsças has been observed by other scholars 25 çto a greater number of ideas and formal units within the exposition. These differences have usually been explained as a result of Mozart's different personal style, as Finscher writes in his article 'Klassik' in the new edition of Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart.
26 For Finscher, Op. 33 is on the one hand a watershed for the entire 'Classical style'; on the other hand he emphasizes the differences between Haydn and Mozart. If Mozart, however, during his first years in Vienna (from 1781) developed a style that was clearly different from Haydn's, it must be asked whether Mozart's 'personal style' was perhaps indebted to a different tradition (or traditions). In the field of quartet writing, he may have continuedçat least partlyçalong the route of his earlier string quartets. And these quartets may have been more influenced by a foreign repertory than is generally assumed. Thus, before returning to the question of Op. 33 and its consequences, it is necessary to take a closer look at Mozart's earlier attempts in the genre of the string quartet (a list of these works is given in Appendix I).
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MOZART'S 'LODI' QUARTET K. 80 AND THE 'MILANESE' QUARTETS K. 155^160
Few details are known about the genesis of Mozart's earliest string quartets. On 15 March 1770, he composed his first string quartet, K. 80, in the north Italian town of Lodi, near Milan. In its original shape, this work had three movements, ending with the Minuetto. (A fourth movement, Rondeau, was added more than three years later.
28 ) His first series of string quartets, the so-called 'Milanese' quartets K. 155^160, was an outcome of his third Italian journey from autumn 1772 to spring 1773.
There is no evidence that Mozart received a commission for one or more string quartets. In the context of his Lucio Silla, which premiered in Milan on 26 December 1772, he may have felt the need to present himself to his public with a series of string quartets. This does not exclude the possibility that his father tried to commercialize 25 Alfred Einstein, Mozart: His Character. HisWork (London,1945) ,183: 'Mozart's themes are complete in themselves; Haydn's are material for future development.' Cliff Eisen, 'The String Quartet', in Simon P. Keefe (ed.),The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Music (Cambridge, 2009 ), 648^60 at 653: 'Mozart's debt to op. 33 lies more in a general approach to quartet style than in specific modellings. The quartets, broader in scale than Haydn's and more heterogeneous, are characterized in particular by their multiplicity of motifs (K. 428), chromaticism (K. 465 and 428) and a fusion of strict and galant styles (K. 387 and 464, finales) 31 In some recent handbooks, this insight seems to have been forgotten. Schwindt believes that Mozart's knowledge of the genre was very limited and considers the Milanese quartets as pivotal in his search for a personal solution; in the same vein Seidel negates any model and praises these works as fruits of an audacious and systematic approach to a new area.
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In any case, the Italian character of these quartets has scarcely been substantiated through detailed analysis. The overall three-movement form is obviously Italianate, as areçin the context of the genreçin particular the Minuetto or Tempo-di-Minuetto finales of K. 80, 156, and 158. 33 Other Italianate features of sonata form in Mozart's early string quartets have been identified. A very short modulating section at the beginning of the second part ('development'), which is not characterized by 'motivic work' but by new motifs and sequences, 34 is usually related to the Italian opera sinfonia. A. Peter Brown recognizes as 'Italianate aspects' of the first movement of K. 172 (composed some months later): 'multiple-stop hammer strokes (b. 1), all parts in octaves (bb. 5^6 ), dialoguing of the violins (bb. 18^21), and the three-part writing for four instrumental parts', features also observed by Brown in Giovanni Battista Sammartini's early symphonies. 35 The reference to Sammartini goes back to Wyzewa and Saint-Foix. These authors admit, however, that in addition to Sammartini (who was by then over 70 years old), otherçnowadays mostly unknownçItalian composers may also have influenced Mozart. 36 Nevertheless, Sammartini is still regarded as having been the key figure, 37 43 See e.g. Torrefranca in his article 'Mozart e il quartetto italiano', 79^80: 'E dovunque vadano, i musicisti italiani restano italiani: perche' qualche lieve concessione al gusto stranieroçdel resto raraçnon altera i caratteri dell'arte loro. E cos|' si ha il miracolo di un'arte nazionale che, diffusa anche all'estero anzi sopra tutto all'estero, segue senza nessun ritardo e quasi senza alterazioni la moda, il gusto, lo stile, pur tanto mutevoli, della madre patria. ' If you want to become universally known as a composer you need to be in Paris, Vienna or Italy. You're now nearest to Paris. The only question is where do I have a better hope of achieving prominence? In Italyçwhere in Naples alone there must be at least 300 maestri and where, throughout Italy, the maestri often have a scrittura 2 years in advance from those theatres that pay well? Or in Paris, where there are 2 or 3 writing for the theatre and other composers can be counted on the fingers of one hand? The keyboard must bring you your first contacts and make you popular with the great, then you can have something engraved by subscription, which brings in a little more than writing 6 quartets for an Italian gentleman, for which you may get a few ducats or even a snuffbox worth 3 ducats. It's even better in Vienna, there at least you can arrange a subscription for music in manuscript form.
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In addition to opera, Leopold refers here explicitly to string quartets. His wording suggests a certain musical homogeneity for 'Italy' compared with Paris and Vienna. This is confirmed by the mixed repertories preserved in different Italian centres, apparently not limited to local traditions. 45 One of the leading experts on eighteenth-century musical life, Charles Burney, is another witness that artists of non-Italian birth who received their musical training in Italy were regarded as composing in an 'Italian' manner. His remarks in A General History of Music from the Earliest Ages to 1789 on Andre¤ -Ernest-Modeste Gre¤ try are significant:
This admirable master had his musical education in Italy, and at the age of seventeen [recte: 24] he distinguished himself at Rome by the composition of an intermezzo, called Le Vende Miatrice [1765 (recte: La vendemmiatrice)]. Sacchini used to say, that he remembered him at Naples, where he regarded him as a young man of genius, who wrote as much in the style of that school as any of the natives of Italy; but when he heard his comic operas at Paris, many years after, he did not find that he was much improved, by composing to French words, and for French singers. However, from the small number of good composers in France, compared with those in every great city of Italy, he has enjoyed an unrivalled fame in his present station, which no composer is sure of at Venice, Rome, or Naples. He has, at least, improved the French taste as much as they have corrupted his . . .
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Italian musicians, in contrast, working or publishing outside Italy, were considered part of an 'Italian' community, clearly opposed to German musicians. Accordingly, in his last chapter, 'Music in England during the present century', Burney comments on the violinist and composer Felice Giardini, who arrived in England in 1750 and eventually left for Italy in 1784:
After he had been here a few years, he formed a morning academia, or concert, at his house, composed chiefly of his scholars, vocal and instrumental, who bore a part in the performance. This continued, while he was still augmenting the importance of his instrument and our national partiality for the taste of his country, till the admirable productions and great performers of Germany began to form a Teutonic interest and Germanic body here, which, before Giardini's departure from London [1784] , became very formidable rivals to him and his Roman legion.
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These few but significant examples may well justify the labelling of works composed by Italians or musicians trained in Italy as 'Italian music', including foreign prints. Consequently, 'Italianate' refers to features in non-Italian compositions that may be related to Italian practice.
A palpable indication of the impact of Italian instrumental music on the young Mozart, and particularly on his string quartets, is the omission of the repeat marks in the first movement, Allegro, of the quartet in D major K. 155. The autograph of this quartet, the first of the Milanese quartets, reveals that Mozart had written the repeat marks initially, but then erased them. 48 The erasure leaves no doubt that the lack of repeat signs was not mere negligence, but a subsequent decision. Hugh MacDonald has pointed out that the absence of repeats in sonata-form movements is extremely rare in Mozart's non-symphonic works, with 'the two early string quartets [K. 155 and 160] as the solitary and inexplicable cases'. 49 The sole explanation presented until now has been Mozart's affinity with Italian opera, and with the overture as a model for an instrumental two-part composition without repeats. 50 There is, however, a much simpler reason. Composers like Baldassare Galuppi and Antonio Sacchini had almost no repeat signs in their string quartets. 51 Moreover, this seems to have been quite a widespread phenomenon. Sonata-form movements without repeats appear in string September 1989 (Kassel, 1989 ), 119^27 at 122. A further, but quite different, example is the first movement of the E flat major quartet K. 171 from the following 'Viennese' series, which is a short sonata allegro (bb. 15^142) without repetitions, framed by two adagio sections (see below). 50 Ibid. 121: 'The kinship of the Italian overture with the symphony is the only factor that can explain the absence of repeats in Mozart's instrumental music with any certainty whatever.' Wolf-Dieter Seiffert, Mozarts fru« he Streichquartette (Studien zur Musik, 11; Munich, 1992) 55 ): quartets in G major, B flat major, D major, F major, C major, and E flat major Gaetano Pugnani, Quartetti per due Violini, Viola e Basso del Signor Gaetano Pugnani: quartet in E flat major Antonio Sacchini, Sei Quartetti per due Violini,Viola e Basso (a copy of Op. 2, London, 1772^4): quartet in E flat major Francesco Zanetti, Quartetti VI a due Violini, Viola e Basso (partly a copy of Sei Quartetti a due Violini,Viola e Violoncello (Perugia, 1781)): quartet in B flat major Other significant features of Mozart's early string quartets are the slow first movements and the unvarying key through all three movements of K. 80 and 159.
56 Both features contrast with the common fast^slow^fast form and the usual change of key in the central movement. The sonata da chiesa and the suite have been cited as possible sources for this 'inverse' order slow^fast^tempo di minuetto/minuetto/rondo' . 57 The chronological gap, however, between these genres and Mozart's string quartets raises doubts about an immediate influence. Mozart did not need to go back to the older genres to 52 The absence of repeat signs cannot be justified simply as copyist's errors or negligence. The manuscript of Michele Barbici's Op. 1 (Rome, Archivio Doria Pamphil j, MSS 188; quartet in A major also in Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense, MSS 5692), for instance, is consistent in this respect with the printed version of 1769 preserved in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, PreuÞischer Kulturbesitz. Furthermore, in this series sonata-form movements with and without repeats coexist, in either case consistently indicated in the manuscript and the print. 53 Even if by the end of the 1760s, the characteristic features of a slow first movement and unvaried key in all three movements occasionally also appeared in works by GermanAustrian composers, 62 the chronological and geographical circumstances suggest that Mozart became acquainted with this form during his stay in Italy and from Italian string quartets.
Another remarkable aspect of Mozart's Milanese quartets is the sonata-rondo in the last movement of K. 157. The sonata-rondoça rondo with features of sonata formçis usually considered a classical form, 'invented' either by Haydn or by Mozart, who consequently influenced each other. Criteria for the sonata-rondo have been defined in dif- 58 The following observations are independent of the question of whether these 'quartets' were written for four players or for a larger string ensemble. For questions of terminology and (soloistic or orchestral) performance see the fundamental study by James Webster, 'Towards a History of Viennese Chamber Music in the Early Classical Period', Journal of the American Musicological Society, 27 (1974), 212^47.
59 Six Orchester-Quartets for two Violins, a Tenor and Violoncello: Allegro non troppo^Allegro^Minuetto; Quartett[i] a due Violini,Viola e Basso (No. 6 ): Andante^Allegro assai^Andante lagrimoso. 60 Pleyel travelled in Italy during the early 1780s. He composed lyra pieces for Ferdinand IV, king of Naples, to whom he also dedicated his string quartet series published in 1791 (BEN 353^8). According to Julius Zsako, Pleyel was living in Italy nearly exlusively between 1777 and 1785 and was in contact also with the Italian violinists Nardini and Pugnani. Julius Zsako, 'The String Quartets of Ignace J. Pleyel' (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1975) ferent ways, according to whether Haydn or Mozart should be declared the first classical composer to have used the form. 63 Apparently the two composers placed emphasis on quite different aspects of form, and only from the late 1780s on did a more general model ('Mozart-Haydn exchange') develop.
Haydn began to transform the French rondo (ABACA/DA), in particular by elaborating the second episode with preceding motifs instead of new contrasting material. Thus the similarity between this episode and the development section of the sonata form had already emerged in the early 1770s.
64 Scholars who defend the primacy of Mozart insist on the importance of the second subject, appearing in the first episode in the dominant key and in the third episode (within the 'recapitulation') in the tonic. The last movement of K. 157, the third of the Milanese quartets, is Mozart's first rondo to fulfil this criterion. 65 The same structure, however, is manifest in two of six Quartetti for two violins, cello, and harpsichord by Pietro Alessandro Guglielmi, published in 1768 in London, four or five years earlier. 66 As Mozart apparently never met Guglielmi and probably did not even know these quartets, Stephen C. Fisher conjectures an Italian tradition where the rondoçindependently from any definitive mouldçwas combined with features of sonata form. He supposes that 'the sonata-rondo concept was plainly in the air' and appeared first in the music of lesserknown masters. Fisher concludes: 'It is quite possibly there that both Mozart and EX. 4. (a) Sacchini, String Quartet in A major, 1st mvt., bb. 1^7; (b) Sacchini, String Quartet in A major, 2nd mvt., bb. 1^5; (c) Sacchini, String Quartet in A major, 3rd mvt., bb. 1^4 These identifiable aspectsçthe omission of repeat marks, the slow first movement with the same key for all movements, and the sonata-rondoçshould leave no doubt that Mozart's early string quartets do not differ from works such as Haydn's Opp. 9 and 17 because of a 'personal style' of the young Mozart.
68 They mirror the Italian ambience in which they originated and in which Mozart wished to remain.
It might be objected that, even if the detailed evidence were not known, the Italianate character of Mozart's 'Lodi' and 'Milanese' string quartets would still be clear, not least in contrast with Mozart's next series, the so-called 'Viennese' quartets K. 168^173. Surely these are quite different from the first Italianate attempts? For do they not reflect the Austrian and even the specifically Viennese ambience in which they were produced? Surely this, and not the Italian tradition, was the ground from which Mozart ascended to the heights of 'Viennese classicism '? 69 Mozart composed the six quartets K. 168^173 during a three-month sojourn in Vienna from July until the end of September 1773, just a few months after his third Italian journey.
70 At first glance their indebtedness to Haydn seems obvious. In contrast to the former quartets, they present four movements instead of three, more thematic development, imitations and canons in minuets and trios, the use of variation 68 Irving, 'String Quartets', 64: ' All in all, the autographs of these early string quartet attempts reveal a great deal about the emerging genius.' Schwindt, 'Die Kammermusik', 395.
69 Cliff Eisen and Stanley Sadie, 'Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus', New Grove II, xvii. 276^347 at 281: 'The more intense style of the quartets (two of which, K168 and 173, include fugal finales) has traditionally been attributed to Mozart's presumed contact with Joseph Haydn's latest quartets, in particular opp. 9, 17 and 20, although it is more likely that they reflect common elements of the Viennese quartet at the time (Brown, The first movement of K. 171 is a kind of 'French Overture' which has nothing to do with Haydn, and the slow movement is fashioned after the obsolete model of the trio sonata. The first movement of K. 172 is an Italian sinfonia of quite unabashed simplicityça type of first movement that Haydn had abandoned long before. The finales of K. 169 and 170 are French 'Rondeaux' in a style which Haydn hardly ever utilized, and K. 170 has a strong flavor of the divertimento. 72 Finscher regarded these quartets as a 'frank mixture of French and Italian traditions' with a 'stylistic orientation that in these respects is quite different from Haydn and from Vienna, and much nearer to Mozart's primary artistic background: Salzburg, especially the chamber music of Michael Haydn'.
73 Consequently, Finscher questioned Mozart's supposed imitation of Haydn's fugue finales and saw Mozart's fugues in the more general context of a genuinely Viennese tradition of fugue writing for string quartet, something actually rather alien to Haydn.
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In a similar way, Brown rejected the common hypothesis that Mozart's Viennese string quartets were influenced by Haydn, referring to a supposed common Viennese musical practice. He noted several features, among them the fugue finales of K. 168 and 173 once again: 'Both K. 168 and K. 173 also conclude with a fugue, as do three of the finales from Haydn's Op. 20. This parallel has lost much of its potency since the Haydn fugal finales have been shown to be not an isolated phenomenon, but part of a broad Viennese tradition.'
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Yet this hypothesis, too, may be questioned, for two reasons. First, it is difficult to document a continuous Viennese tradition of string-quartet fugues from the 1760s on. As a form in vogue, the fashion has been related to the taste for counterpoint of Joseph II, and to Baron Gottfried van Swieten's acquaintance with old music during his stay in Berlin (1770^7 O « sterreichische Nationalbibliothek, sn 11410^12680) and were probably copied from 1786 onwards, whereas the vogue for fugue quartets is not noticeable in printed sources before 1800.
77 Some of these prints do include fugue quartets composed before 1773, for example by Gassmann or Carlo d'Ordonez. 78 But it is far from certain that they were Haydn's and Mozart's immediate models.
Secondly, the hypothesis of a genuine Viennese tradition of fugues for string quartet ignores the existence of the same phenomenon in Italian compositions of the 1760s and early 1770s. Italian composers may not have been the first to write fugues for string quartet; Viennese composers, however, were certainly not the only ones. Examples, mainly final movements and in part explicitly entitled 'fuga', are: Ballabene, Gianbattista Cirri, Giuseppe Demachi, Andre¤ -Ernest-Modeste Gre¤ try, Guglielmi, and Joseph Christian Michl. 83 As an example, the beginning of the third (and last) movement of Ballabene's No. 6 of his six Quartetti a due Violini, Viola e Basso may be cited (Ex. 5).
According to Kirkendale, in Italy two otherçless frequentçgroupings were also possible: either quartets with and without fugue alternated, or only the first or the second half of the set had fugue finales (in both cases there are three quartets with fugue). Haydn's Op. 20 belongs to the latter group. 84 This may be seen as confirmation of a possible Italian influence on Haydn, as occasionally assumed. 85 In contrast, in the Viennese tradition, fugal movements are rather more frequent, for instance in d'Ordonez's quartets Op. 1 (Lyons, c.1776) with four fugue finales and Op. 2 with seven fugues (only once in final position). 86 Thus, the number and position of Mozart's fugues suggest an Italian rather than a Viennese origin. In Mozart's Viennese quartets the first and the last quartet end with a fugal movement (K. 168 and 173). If the order of the quartets K. 168^173 is authentic, 87 each half-set includes a fugue finale, one at the beginning, the other at the very end. This is identical to Gre¤ try's Op. 3, composed during his sojourn in Rome, 1760^6. 88 Consequently, neither Haydn's Op. 20 nor a Viennese fugue tradition seems to have been an immediate and unique model for the fugue finales of Mozart's Viennese quartets. Other compositions by Mozart from the same year show Italian features, for instance his symphonies K. 184, 199, 162, and 181, 89 and this may be the case for his Viennese string quartets too. Positing the example of a common Italian practice would also avoid the unsatisfactory explanation that Mozart did not take account of or did not understand his 'model' Haydn.
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What at first glance appeared as a typically Viennese feature of Mozart's second series of string quartets thus turns out to point to Italy just as much as (or even more than) to Vienna. Before continuing with compositional aspects that K. 155^160 have in common with the K. 168^173 series, another aspect of form in the latter series should be mentioned: the framed form of the first movement of Mozart's quartet in E flat major K. 171. At the centre of the movement is a short sonata allegro (bb. 15^142) without repetitions. This Allegro assai is framed by a slow introduction (Adagio, bb. 11 4), which returns almost identically at the end of the movement (Adagio, bb. 143^59). Such an overall form was quite unusual, not only in Mozart's string quartets, but also in other contemporaneous works. Some scholars have pointed out a similarity to the French Overture. 91 As a more likely influence on Mozart, Brown has again supposed a presumed 'common Viennese 85 Guido Salvetti, 'Mozart e il quartetto italiano', in Lippmann (ed.), Colloquium ' Mozart und Italien', 271^89 at 277; Torrefranca, Avviamento alla storia del quartetto italiano, 31^2. Speck, Boccherinis Streichquartette, 14: 'Boccherini musical practice'. 92 His examples of such framed movements, however, are mostly partitas, sonatas, and concertos. Furthermore, they are hardly comparable with Mozart's movement. Some do not distinguish between a slow and a fast tempo, nor are the introduction and final section comparable in length. 93 Others feature only a slow introduction or a slow coda, or the introduction and coda are not related. In Christoph Sonnleithner's quartets a fugue is framed by two Tempo di Menuetto sections (quartets 2^16 out of nineteen), and in most of the quartets (1^12) the repetition of the first section is 'merely indicated by a ''Da capo'''. 94 Brown does not mention one outstanding example of a similar frame form by Haydn: the first movement of his Symphony No. 15 in D major. 95 Despite this singular affinity, it might be reasonable to expand Brown's view of a 'common Viennese musical practice' to take in contemporary Italian works. Italian string quartets and symphonies with framed movements (this feature appeared in both genres) include, for example:
Gregorio Ballabene, Quartetti a due Violini, Viola e Basso: quartet in G major, first movement Luigi Boccherini, Symphony (No. 6 ) 
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The Allegro itself is in sonata form, with the return of the principal subject at the beginning and the end of the recapitulation in the tonic. Although probably composed in the early 1780s at the Madrid court, Brunetti's symphony is not definitely datable and may well be an earlier work. 97 Apart from questions of chronology, it may be assumed that Brunetti was unacquainted with Mozart's string quartets and Mozart with Brunetti's symphonies. It is more plausible instead that both partook of a common practice, used in symphonies as well as in string quartets.
In the context of these probably not exclusively Viennese (as supposed by Brown) features of Mozart's string quartets K. 168^173, some structural aspects are noteworthy, which fit Mozart's Milanese as well as Viennese quartets. The most striking is a phenomenon identified by two scholars simultaneously. Seiffert described a characteristic method of structural period building by Mozart with the term Absatzformel: harmonic 92 Brown, 'Haydn and Mozart's 1773 Stay in Vienna', 212^14. 93 This is the case of Haydn's string quartet in B flat major, Op. organization between sections in sonata form movements is achieved by (semi)cadences, clearly separated from the next section (usually by a rest) and highlighted by the use of formula-like signs. 98 These 'hinges' facilitate changes of key without a longwinded modulation. Later, for instance in the recapitulation, the same caesura is followed by the tonic instead of the dominant. Seiffert underlines the frequency of such hinges as a characteristic feature of Mozart's conception of genre. 99 Following Heinrich Christoph Koch's distinction between a symphony and a string-quartet allegro (later called sonata form) through the use of 'resting points' (Ruhepuncte) or caesuras, which are more frequent in the latter, Seiffert witnessed the same in Mozart's symphonies and string quartets. With regard to the harmonic progression in the exposition and recapitulation of sonata-form movements, Seiffert lists three types of Absatzformeln:
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The first type is the simplest. The dominant of the first key becomes the new key of the following part (the 'dominant key area'), while in the recapitulation the dominant maintains its original function and is continued by the first key. Seiffert labels this type with the terms Scharnier ('hinge') or Sprungbrett ('springboard'). The second and third types, by contrast, require more harmonic and melodic changes in the recapitulation before reaching the caesura bars. The first type with its Scharnier bar (Ex. 6 ) thus leads to a symmetrical composition, which represents, according to Seiffert, an important element of Mozart's Italian string quartets. In his Viennese quartets, this strict symmetry is suspended. Robert Winter's description of the 'complementary bifocal close' corresponds to Seiffert's Absatzformeln: 1) a diatonic first group that reaches a half cadence on the dominant, 2) the articulation of this half cadence by a prominent rest immediately after, 3) the continuation and immediate tonicization in the second group of the local dominant harmony of the half cadence, and 4) a parallel structure in the recapitulation in which the half cadence now functions as a local dominant to the second group in the tonic.
because of his acquaintance with the 'pivotal op. 33'. Studying Haydn's methods of modulation, Mozart then 'devoted considerably more attention to the process of modulation, and especially to its polarizing aspects'.
102 Mozart is not only Seiffert's but also Winter's chief witness. Winter points out that the complementary bifocal close is used less frequently during the 1760s and 1770s by other composers. His assumptions, however, are based exclusively upon works available in modern editions, mainly symphonies and keyboard works. 103 A closer look at Italian string quartets reveals that Mozart was far from alone in using this feature: Francesco Zanetti, Quartetti VI a due Violini, Viola e Basso (partly a copy of Sei Quartetti a due Violini, Viola e Violoncello (Perugia, 1781)): quartet in A major, first movement (Absatzformel type 2) It is not our intention to argue that Mozart's 'Viennese' quartets are exclusively Italianate. As mentioned above, with their four movements and further details (codaforms, for instance) they are also related to a German-Austrian tradition.
106 Nevertheless, in works written only a few months after Mozart's third Italian journey (and after almost three years spent in Italy), the resonances with contemporary Italian instrumental music should not come as a surprise. However, if these Italian features have survived in Mozart's Viennese quartets, the question may be posed as to whether they can still be detected in the 'famous' quartets dedicated to Haydn. This is the moment to return to the question of Haydn's 'entirely new and special way' in Op. 33 and its relevance to Mozart. C major respectively) with three 'run-ups', ending twice in different keys. 107 The most striking completely new feature of Op. 33, however, is a sort of dialectical relationship between apparently unimportant and important elements, between broadly idiomatic material and distinctive motifs, between 'accompaniment' and 'theme'. By way of illustration, it may be helpful to take a closer look at a few specific examples:
The first is the above-mentioned example by Rosen from the B minor quartet (Ex. 8(a)). 108 The beginning is ambiguous: a motif (bb. 1^2), seemingly in D major, 109 passes over to the cello (bb. 3^4), where it is repeated obstinately (f #^a^g^f #^e ), becoming a sort of ostinato accompaniment. At the same time, the accompanying quavers in the first violin (bb. 3^4) develop into a melodic line leading towards a deceptive cadence (F # 7^G ). 110 The same procedure is repeated in bars 5^8, where add- itionally the imitative beginning (viola^violin 2^violin 1^cello, bb. 5^6 ) casts a new light on the first bar with its distinct anacrusis d 00^d00 in the first violin and the subsequent unaccented quavers f #0^f #0^f #0 in the second. Even at the very beginning of the movement the intrinsic relationship between subject and accompaniment is subliminally present. Then in bar 11 a short figure with dotted semiquavers is introduced and repeated in the following bars, seemingly without being of greater importance EX. 8. Continued 8(b) ). Later in the movement, in the recapitulation, this figure reveals itself as one of the central motifs of the movement (bb. 72^81; Ex. 8(c)).
Finscher for his part confirmed and pursued Rosen's observations, taking the example of the first movement of the C major quartet from the same series (Ex. 9).
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At the beginning, the easily recognizable rhythmic first motif in violin 1 (bb. 2^4) ends surprisingly in cadential semiquavers, which were so widely employed in the contemporary violin repertory as to seem a little hackneyed (bb. 4^6 ). The same happens in the following six bars (bb. 7^12). Later, in bars 27^32 (Ex. 9(b)), when it seems initially (b. 27) as if the beginning will be repeated in the dominant key, the principal motif is presented in the second violin (bb. 28^32), obstinately repeated and from bar 32 on diminished, whereas the first violin plays a figure in semiquavers which is clearly derived from the cadential semiquaver cascades in bars 6^7 and 11^12. Thenç a characteristic example of Haydn's motivic work (thematische Arbeit)çin bars 30^1, the semiquaver motif is altered into a quaver figure (c #000^d000^b00^g00^d00 becoming d 00ĉ #000^d000 , and so on). Here the musical foreground and background are exchanged. The principal motif serves as an accompaniment for what had originally been presented as a mere embellishment. Another example: later in the movement, in the dominant key area (bb. 43^54), the continuation of the dominant key subject (itself a variation of the principal motif) in descending quavers is imitated in the second violin and the viola (b. 46), then in the cello (b. 47; Ex. 10(a)). At the same time, the first violin seems to fill the harmony with rather ancillary crotchets (bb. 46^7). When this is repeated in bars 51^4 (Ex. 10(b)), these crotchets continue into a new melodic idea. Again, the background changes into the foreground.
Apparently, it was this new dialectical relationship between important and unimportant elementsçor, in other words, the latent importance of at first glance unimportant details in the musical processçwhich impacted on Mozart. A detail from the beginning of the first of the so-called 'Haydn' quartets, K. 387, may serve as an example (Ex. 11(a)). In bars 2 and 4 the melody in the first violin is embellished with a chromatic quaver (d 00^d#00^e00 , d 00^c#00^c $ 00 ). In the context of a broadly diatonic theme and the wide-ranging intervals of the beginning, these 'incidental' chromatic passing notes would have been expendable. Mozart could just as well have proceeded diatonically by writing two crotchets, a dotted crotchet with a quaver, or a crotchet with two quavers. The intrinsic reason for these passing notes becomes evident only in retrospect, quite a while later. In bars 13^14 the seeming embellishment becomes part of a purposive development when the second to fourth quavers are separated and imitated in the violins (Ex. 11(b) ). This leads to a new, emphatically chromatic motif in bars 16^19. Chromaticism returns later in the double-mordent semiquaver motif (f #0^e#0^f #0^e#0^f #0 ) of the second key area (bb. 25^36; Ex. 11(c)) 112 and its virtuoso continuation (bb. 39^42; Ex. 11(d)) as well as in the chromatic progressions of bars 29, 35, and 37. Another detail is partly linked with this. In the first violin, the first half of bar 9 is a variant of bar 3 (cf. Ex. 11(e) with Ex. 11(a)). The trill with two demisemiquavers is replaced by a semiquaver figure (g #0^a0^c00^b0 ), followed by the same four semiquavers d 00^c00^b0^a0 as in bar 3, apparently a mere ornamentation. Twelve bars later, 111 Finscher, 'Galanter und gelehrter Stil', 641^5. 112 At the same time, the first three notes of the new motif in b. 25 are obviously deduced from the principal motif in b. 1: the rhythm (quaver anacrusis and two crotchets) is identical (with a slightly changed phrasing), and it is probably not an overinterpretation to understand the ascending sixth a^f #0 as an augmentation of the initial fifth g 0d 00 .
EX. 9. Haydn, String Quartet in C major, Op. 33 No. 4/i: (a) bb. 1^6; (b) bb. 27^32 (a) (b) in bar 21, Mozart picks up the last six notes of this semiquaver figure (g 00^f #00^a00^g00f $ 00^e00 ) 113 and repeats it three times in bars 22^3 (Ex. 11(f)). The transition comes to a sudden end in bar 24 with four semiquavers ascending to a crotchet g 00 , almost like an answer to the descending figure of bar 23. In rhythm and articulation (staccato) these four ascending semiquavers anticipate the 'jocular' semiquavers of the second key area in bar 25 (Ex. 11(c) ). Five bars later, in bar 30, this new double-mordent figure from bar 25 is played legato in the cello, preparing in turn the inverted legato semiquaver figuration in bars 39^41 (Ex. 11(d) ): a series of variations which has its origin in theç at first glance unimportantçfiguration of bars 3 and 9.
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In the recapitulation, the first subject is even more decorated with chromatic passing notes (Ex. 12): in bar 109 the three quavers d 00^d#00^e00 are answered d 00^c#00^c00 , and in bar 111 the line d 00^c#00^c00^a#0^b0 from bar 4 is replaced by e 00^d00^c#00^c00^a#0^b0 . Consequently, chromaticism, introduced in a rather clandestine way in the first movement, maintains its prominent role during the following movements. Similar phenomena can be found in the subsequent quartets. In bar 8 of the socalled 'Hunt' quartet in B flat major K. 458 (Ex. 13(a)), a short double-mordent figure in semiquavers is presented in the second violin, to which hardly anyone would attach importance at first. The figure does not return until bar 42 (Ex. 13(b)). There it suddenly reappears in the first violin (inverted, displaced by one quaver, and augmented from minor to major second) and is repeated in the following bars in a slightly different manner with a two-quaver anacrusis downwards and upwards through all voices, becoming the central motif of the dominant key section from bar 55 onwards (Ex. 13(c)). In the development (bb. 106^34; Ex. 13(d)) and later in the coda (bb. 274^8), the double-mordent figure is then changed into a motif with ascending thirds, while maintaining its original rhythmical structure from bar 8.
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A third and final example is drawn from the first movement of the string quartet in E flat major K. 428. 117 In bar 20 Mozart presents a common figure of five descending quavers (Ex. 14(a)), which is then repeated twice and from bars 24^37 becomes thematic (in a varied form in the first violin). The four repeated crotchets of the second theme (with quaver upbeat; Ex. 14(b)) may be interpreted as an augmentation EX. 11. Continued In all probability, all these examples were stimulated by Haydn's Op. 33. Mozart seems not to have made use of such procedures before. A further consequence of Mozart's acquaintance with Haydn's set may well be the disappearance of the socalled Absatzformeln or 'bifocal closes'.
118 Several other features, however, are hardly traceable to Haydn, neither to Op. 33 nor to his earlier works. Among these is one of the most striking characteristics of Mozart's instrumental works: his cantabile melodic lines. With reference to Mozart's piano concertos, Reinhard Strohm has identified a particular aspect of certain melodic lines, a procedure he calls 'declamation style '. 119 Strohm suggests that in his piano music Mozart cultivated not only an Italian singing style ('singing Allegro'), butçin a more specific wayçinvented melodic lines able to support the correct declamation of Italian verses. This cannot be taken for granted, since linguistic and musical accentuation must coincide. In this way, Strohm has been able to underlay themes from Mozart's piano concertos with different verse types from Italian operas, partly by Mozart himself, whereas the same attempt with German and French verses turned out to be unsatisfactory. 120 Strohm has considered this declamation style as decisive for the 'classical' building of musical periods in instrumental music. 120 'Declamation style' describes a special melodic concept, while the term 'italienischer Zweitakter'çproposed by Speck in the context of Boccherini's string quartetsçrefers to one single verse type (quinario) and, emphasizing the harmonic aspect, describes a more general rule: the accent of a melodic line falls in the second of two bars, not on the normally stressed note, but due to appoggiaturas and embellishments on the next (unstressed) note. Speck observed that this is the case for many settings of the Italian quinario, but it is actually the verse type that makes the difference and makes it possible to distinguish string quartets Mozart, however, was not the first composer to transfer this declamation style from opera to eighteenth-century instrumental music. Beyond Strohm's observations, the same phenomenon can be observed in earlier Italian piano concertos and sonatas and even in string quartets. Works by Boccherini, Galuppi, Sacchini, and Giovanni Paisiello provide early examples. Since these figuresçwith the exception of the firstçwere prominent opera composers, the influence of declamation principles on instrumental music is not surprising. Hence it may be assumed that Mozart did not transfer this feature directly from opera to his piano concertos or string quartets, but that he adopted an already established manner of writing Italian instrumental music. In fact, Mozart made use of this principle as early as in his 'Lodi' quartet K. 80. The beginning (violin 1) is an example of a quinario (Ex. 15).
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This is also a typical feature of the Milanese first-movement Allegros K. 157 and 160. By contrast, in his Viennese series we find quinario declamation more often in the slow movements, for instance at the beginning of the third movement of K. 170. 122 This could well be an influence from Haydn, who did not make much use of a declamation style and then only (with rare exceptions) in slow movements (and even there not in a prominent position), for example in his string quartet in C major Op. 20 No. 3 (second movement, bb. 34^7) .
In Mozart's 'Haydn' quartets, this feature returns even in prominent positions such as the very beginning of K. 387. Here it is possible to underlay an eight-syllable verse (ottonario; Ex. 16(a)). The 'jocular' (and not lyrical) character of the dominant key subject (bb. 25^36 ) may be symptomatic of Haydn's influence. 123 The first subject, however, seems to be rather Italianate.
124 A random Italian exampleçeven if different EX. 14. Continued (c) in some respectsçfor a beginning with ottonario declamation is Sacchini's first quartet from his Op. 2 (Ex. 16(b)). A further aspect of persistent Italian features in Mozart's 'Haydn' quartets is found in the minuets. It is generally acknowledged that these are completely unrelated to the scherzi in Haydn's Op. 33. The clear presence of sonata form in the minuet of the G major quartet K. 387 andçless elaboratelyçin three others of the series (K. 428, 464, 465) has caused surprise and generated some rather strained constructions. 125 Mozart's 'joke' ('scherzo') and his own 'entirely new and special way' constituted a compositional 'audacity' meant to contradict Haydn in his own field. 126 However, by the time of the composition of Mozart's 'Haydn' quartets the appearance of sonata-form features in minuets was not at all new. Such combinations go back to the 1760s. 127 An early example is the first of Pugnani's Second Sett of Three Quartets in E flat major. The first part of the minuetçthe last of four movementsçprovides a genuine second subject in the dominant key (bb. 14^17; Ex. 17). 125 With a total number of ninety-three bars in the first part (played three times) and fifty-four bars in the Trio (played twice), the minuet of K. 387 is extremely long and in both parts shows clear features of sonata form. After a modulation to the dominant key, Mozart presents a 'second subject' (bb. 21^8) and an extensive final group (bb. 294 0). After a modulating middle section (bb. 41^62), the recapitulation starts in b. 63 with the second subject (bb. 748 1) and the final group (bb. 82^93) in the tonic. In the trio, a 'second subject' is present in bb. 14^21 and accordingly in bb. 39^50. 128 Surprisingly, the second part with twenty-four bars is shorter than the first. After eight bars it returns to the tonic, but without a clear recapitulation. Only the last four bars are repeated, now in the tonic. Pugnani may have regarded the Trio in B flat major with its modulation to F major and C minor as a 'middle part' of the movement as a whole.
129 Mozart entitled these movements Tempo di Menuetto, but both are elaborate minuets in the proper sense with repetitions and trios in the minor key. They are no Tempo di Minuetto finales like the final movements of the violin concerto in A major K. 219 or the piano concerto in F major K. 413. Apparently, Mozart did not distinguish terminologically between the two types nor formally between a final minuet and a minuet within a four-movement cycle. The Minuetto of K. 80 was originally the final movement (of three). When Mozart added a fourth movement (Rondeau), this final Minuetto 'moved' unchanged in third position. In K. 156, the tempo indication Tempo di Menuetto is in Leopold's hand. At the end of the 'trio' Wolfgang (?) marked: 'Menuetto da capo senza Ritornello'. The indication 'Tempo di Minuetto' in K. 158 is in Wolfgang's hand, and at the end is noted: 'Da capo Tempo di Minuetto mentioned at all, and was apparently unknown to Galeazzi. In the second volume, Galeazzi presents a surprisingly detailed description of sonata form, which differs from our nineteenth-and twentieth-century model (shaped mainly by Adolf Bernhard Marx and based on Ludwig van Beethoven's middle-period works 132 ) in two principal respects: a contrasting 'second motif ' before or at the beginning of the transition and a 'cadential period' ahead of what he calls the 'coda' (i.e. a codetta or Schlussgruppe). For the 'exposition' (Galeazzi does not use this expression, but calls it simply 'prima parte'), 133 he mentions the following elements:
(1) Preludio (2 133 Galeazzi divides the 'sonata form' (which he calls simply 'melodia') into two parts: 'prima parte' and 'seconda parte' with 'modulazione' and 'ripresa'. 134 Galeazzi,Theoretical-Practical Elements of Music, 327: 'I call the second motive what is known as a countersubject in a fugue, that is to say, a thought, either derived from the first or entirely ideal but effectively tied together with the first, that immediately succeeds the period of the motive and also sometimes serves to lead out of the key, going on to terminate in the fifth of the key or the minor third in minor keys. . ..This period is only used in very long pieces; in brief pieces it is omitted; thus, it is not essential.' 135 Ibid. 328: 'The departure from the key succeeds immediately after the second motive (or along with it, if there is one) or immediately after the true motive.'
136 Hepokoski and Darcy call this part 'secondary theme', mentioning explicitly Galeazzi's 'passo caratteristico' (Elements of Sonata Theory, 118). They disregard, however, Galeazzi's remark that this part is merely optional. This 4  25^36  36^47  48^55  421  1^8  9^12  9^24  24^32  32^9  39^41  458  1^10  11^20  20^54  55^66  66^84  84^90  428  1^15  16^20  20^40  40^56  56^63  64^8  464  1^25  25^8  29^36  37^58  58^83  84^7  465 23 a description of Haydn's works. Haydn seems to understand form as a clearly directed discourse; Mozartças has been observed by Finscher and othersças 'a highly conventionalized frame that was to be filled with original musical invention'. 144 Perhaps the most brilliant example of Mozart's deliberate deployment of heterogeneous features within a traditional Italianate framework is the final movement of the string quartet in G major K. 387. Finscher proclaims that no movement of such complexity can be found before this one, not even in Haydn's oeuvre. 145 The movement starts with a first fugato ('motivo' in Galeazzi's terms, bb. 1^17), followed by a completely new idea in semiquavers ('secondo motivo', bb. 17^31), which is used for modulation ('uscita di tono', bb. 31^51). In bar 51, on the dominant, a second fugato with a new subject is presented ('passo caratteristico', bb. 51^91), which from bar 69 on is combined with the first subject like a 'double fugato'.
146 From bar 92 onwards a completely new, 'galant' theme is introduced, repeated semplice in bars 100^7. This new theme leads directly into a series of cadential bars (bb. 107^23). So the entire part, from bar 91 to bar 123, clearly separated from the preceding second fugato, matches Galeazzi's 'periodo di cadenza', adding a new, playful element as well as a certain virtuosity to the movement. The five chromatic crotchets in bars 123^4 serve as a very short codetta. Obviously, the contrast of fugal and galant style within the same movement is integrated in a conventional sonata-form exposition as described by Galeazzi. This is continued in the development and recapitulation. The first part (bb. 125^42) of the development picks up the chromatic motif from the codetta, one of the two 'most estimable' ways to start the 'second part' as mentioned by Galeazzi. 147 G major  1^32  33^48  49^65  65^89  90^4  E flat major 1^12  13^23  23^5  25^8  29^32  B minor  1^11  11^17  18^27  28^33  33^7  C major  1^18  18^26  27^42  43^54  55^9  D major  1^18  19^34  35^49  49^58  B flat major 1^12  13^26  26^9  29^31 The classical triad Haydn^Mozart^Beethovenças is well knownçis a nineteenthcentury construction, reaching back most notably to Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann's famous review of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
152 At a time of foreign political and cultural hegemony, Hoffmann had a legitimate interestçquite apart from his aesthetic positionçin promoting a genuinely German instrumental music with these composers as the leading figures. In the context of this cultural-historical construction, as momentous as it was tenacious, Mozart had to learn from Haydn, or at least from a mainly Viennese or German-Austrian tradition. 153 While we have tried to show that Haydn's Op. 33 did indeed provoke Mozart's 'response' in the form of his six 'Haydn' quartets, it is no less evident that this response was also characterized by formal and stylistic features familiar to Mozart from his long sojourns in Italy.
ABSTRACT
It has become a commonplace that the publication of Haydn's string quartets Op. 33 prompted Mozart's return to this genre in 1782. The latter's Op. 10 quartets have been considered as attempts either to imitate or to contradict Haydn's 'models'. The present article, in contrast, focuses on the Italian influence on Mozart's string quartets, from the 'Lodi' quartet K. 80 and the 'Milanese' series to his Haydn dedication set. In the context of a mostly unknown contemporary Italian repertory, several aspects of Mozart's seemingly personal genre conception can now be related to Italian practice. Features of his early works are still extant in his 'Viennese' and 'Haydn' quartet series. In the latter, they coexist with the demonstrable influence of Haydn's Op. 33 
